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Addresses June Graduates
John W. Gardner, President of the Carnegie Corporation of New York, will be the speaker at Wooster's 93rd
commencement to be held June 8 on the quadrangle.
Mr. Gardner taught at Mount Holyoke and Connecticut
Colleges and spent a year with the

Latin American Intelligence Service of the Federal Communications Commission before becoming a member of the staff of the
Carnegie Corporation in 1946.

seven children, sacrificed his
formal education in order to
cate his brothers and sisters.
decision paved the way for
outstanding achievements in
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Eleven former queens will be among the guests returning
to campus this weekend for Wooster's annual Color Day
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They will join with the campus in honoring Queen Madv
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Miller at the Coronation tomorrow morning where another Queen
Mady, Mady Boland, will pass on
her crown. Other members of the
court are maid of honor Barb
Uhle, Betsy Bedient, Gretchen
Meister, Merrily Seipert and Nancy
Winder.
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The weekend, already in full
swing for the royal court, begins
for most students tonight with an
informal picnic at 5 p.m.
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fourth-gradeAs a freckle-faceMadeleine Miller,
known as Mady even then, caught her first intoxicating
Wooster Grads
draught of Color Day. Each year after that, a very excited
Mr. Reed is also a Wooster girl watched
every, move of the ceremonv and the mieen.
w
J
the

John W. Gardner

alumnus. In
10 years following
his graduation he was employed
as a coach and a youth worker. He
then decided to enter Bloomfield
Seminary. His first church, the

degree of Doctor of Letters from Watchung Presbyterian Church of
the College of Wooster.
Bloomfield, New Jersey, increased
in
membership from 34 to 500 in
The honorary degree of Doctor
of Laws will be conferred simul- the seven years of his ministry. Mr.
taneously on Edouard Theis and Reed then served two terms as
mayor of Bloomfield. During his
his wife, Mildred Dager Theis.
term of office he was instrumental
In 1938, the Theises, in cooperain developing the Bloomfield Plan
tion with Andre Trocme, estab- for the
Peaceful Settlement of
lished the College Cevenol, the first
Labor difficulties. Mr. Reed now
liberal
Protestant,
serves as a member of the Church
arts college in France. The college Development and
Building Departis dedicated to international Chrisment of the Presbyterian Board of
tian education for peace.
National Missions. As director of
Herman Freedlander, a native of this work he assists churches in
Wooster, will be awarded the hon- raising funds and supervises the
g
orary degree of Doctor of Humani- training of other ministers in
ties. Mr. Freedlander, the eldest of
techniques.
co-education-
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never dreaming mat some day she
would be the one so honored.
Even her high school reign as
Homecoming Queen, escorted by
the same Dick Noble who will repeat the role tomorrow, left her
unprepared. But the dreams that
you don't dream can come true
too!
The likelihood of reigning as
Color Day Queen seemed com-

pletely extinguished by Mady's
matriculation at William and Mary
College in Williamsburg, Va. But
for some good reasons, about
which Dave Noble, a Wooster
graduate of last June, has a pet
theory, Mady decided to return to
her hometown and the College of
Wooster after her freshman year
away.
In the last two years Mady has

1
managed to chalk up more than
the standard amount of admiring

friends, "misplaced" umbrellas,
and glazed doughnuts from
Moore's Bakery. She hates laundry
and loves animals, especially her
dog called "Jaques". Despite her
regal bearing, Mady is a "spur of
the moment" kind of person. Apparently even a queen is not without impulsive political leanings;
witness the
poster of Nelson
Rockefeller to which, it is reported,
she pays nightly homage.
Miss Miller is a history major,
who has concentrated her study in
the field of American Social His-toAfter graduation, Mady plans
to work towards a master's degree
in education to qualify as an elementary school teacher.
pie-eatin-

flag-wavin-

baby-kissin-
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by Margaret Blum
in American business and in the
"As Oberlin goes, so goes the nation." This claim is capability of private investment to
an old tradition at Oberlin, and it supposedly began with lift the country out of many of
the nomination of Abhaham Lincoln in 1860. Actually there its financial dilemmas. In an
interview with reporters
is no record of the nomination, and Oberlin has chosen the Tuesday, Senator Javits statedlast
that
real candidate in only about half
under no circumstances would he
its conventions. But the tradition vention on Friday afternoon. All support Barry Goldwater if the
is strong and the Mock Convention of Oberlin lined the streets to see GOP nominates the Arizona lawthe floats that each delegation had
remains a very serious affair.
maker. "I'm an American first, a
made.
' It is their insistence on realism
Republican second," Javitts said.
that makes Oberlin conventions
Conservatism
His speech brought a temporary
much different from Wooster's. To
But the convention soon settled liberal note to the convention and
nominate Rockefeller was sheer down to serious business. What it caused the Goldwater camp to rise
folly, they say, for he has no revealed, if it was true to its real- in anger. The general response to
chance to be chosen at the real ism, was the depth of American Javits was that "as Oberlin stuconvention. The result of this real- conservatism. Goldwater had tre- dents we like him, but as repreism is the sometimes ludicrous, mendous support, to the extent that sentatives of the South and the
often frustrating spectacle of the he received 609 votes on the first West we must react badly."
campus liberal who, for the day, ballot. He would probably have
Platform Speeches
mouths the sentiments of the Gold-wate- r won on the second if Kentucky had
conservative. Personal ideo- not maintained it support of
Conservative forces rallied after
logy plays little part; this, they Thruston Morton.
Javits' address to set the tone for
The only real blow to the ex- platform speeches, which began
say, is an educational experience.
Financial Support
treme conservative tone of the con- Friday night and lasted until Satweeklast
State delegations for
vention was the keynote speech of urday evening. Recognition of Red
end's convention were formed last Senator Jacob Javits. While at- China was not even considered;
fall, and since then all have been tacking Johnson on specific weak- the convention, in fact, vetoed a
busy studying their states in de- nesses, his basic approach was loophole provision that would altail in an attempt to determine ac- positive ; the Republican Party, he low some slight increase in' relatual opinion within each constitu- said, must face problems firmly tions with China if it should beencies. Each state had its own and handle them in a stronger, come advisable in the future. In
office, and in some cases, its own more efficient way than the Demo- the Civil Rights area both the
letterhead, financial campaigns crats are doing. Javits is very lib- Majority and Minority platforms
and outside support. State spirit eral on actual policies, particu- contained similar professions of
was gaily demonstrated in the larly Civil Rights, but he builds belief in human rights, but the
large parade that opened the con his Republicanism on his belief basic question was one of States
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varied. Director Ling has said,
"We try to make this concert somewhat lighter in nature than our
winter concert. There should be
something to please everyone."
Among the classical offerings will
be Handel's brilliant "Fireworks
Music" and Gossec's "Classic Over-tureThe major work, in terms
of length, will be Gustav Hoists
"Second Suite for Military Band in
F Major." Two of today's leading
composers will be represented in

COLOR

presentation of "The Saga of
Johnny Elmseed," a Wooster original penned by sophomore Sandi
Weaver and junior Frank
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As usual, the program will be

Coronation
The Coronation begins tomorrow at 10 a.m. and features the

www

Barr will conduct the band in
Robert Washburn's "Overture:
Elkhart I960."

."

Tonight also features the invitational Queen's Ball, held in the
gym. Nancy Larson, Jean Thompson, Dave Baroudi, Ken Fischer
and Carol Cline are committee
chairmen for this dance.
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ology, medicine and business. Mr.
Mr. Gardner became president Freedlander operates Freedland-er's- ,
of the corporation in 1955. In adWooster's largest department
dition to his interests in the Car- store. He has served as President
negie Corporation, Mr. Gardner of the Wooster Chamber of Comhas written two books entitled Ex- merce and of the Ohio Retail
cellence and
l.
He has Clothiers Association,
and is
also served as a director of various known throughout the Wooster
New York agencies, among them, area as a civic
leader.
the Woodrow Wilson Foundation
Doctor of Divinity
and the Committee for Social
The honorary degree of Doctor
Sciences of the National Science
of
Divinity will be conferred upFoundation. In the course of the
Mr. on the Rev. Earnest N. Bigelow
commencement
Gardner will receive the honorary and the Rev. John A. Reed. Mr.
Bigelow, a Wooster alumnus, is
iMiiiiiimii mini.! the pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church of Findlay, Ohio. He has
served as pastor of a number of
Ohio churches during his ministry.
He also served as a chaplain in
the United States Army during
's ,
'
World War II. Mr. Bigelow has
been the Moderator of the Lima
and Maumee Presbyteries, and he
attended the 18th General Council
of the World Presbyterian Alliance
in Brazil in 1959. In addition to
I
his present ministerial duties, Mr.
Bigelow is now serving as Trustee
of the United Christian Fellowship
at Bowling Green State University.

urvf

in September!

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, May 8, 1964

Carnegie President Gardner
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See You
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Rights and the preservation of the
Federal principle. Several more
speakers, including Robert Taft,
Jr., Robert Wilson of California,
and Rep. Mozer of Lorain, continued the conservative emphasis
of the convention.
Nominations began Saturday
(Continued on Page 6)

Also featured at the coronation
will be the presentation of the 11
former Color Day queens who return today. They are: Mrs. Gladys
Brown Southwick, '16; Miss Dorothy Mateer, '22; Mrs. Helen Harris
Swigart, '24; Mrs. Letitia Brown
Mortensen, '27; Mrs. Carol Gustaf.
son Dix, '32; Mrs. Erma Wooding
Folev, '38: Mrs. Leonie Youne
Black, Jr., '40; Mrs. Jeanne Simmons Brand, '41; Mrs. Freddy
Beamer Shearer, '53; Mrs. Elinor
Welsh Dixon, '55; Mrs. Lynne
Owens Pindar, '63.

DAY WEEKEND

Friday

5:00 p.m. All College Picnic
8:15 p.m. "Twelfth Night,"
Scott Auditorium
9:00 p.m. Queen's Ball

Saturday
10:00 a.m. Pageant and
Coronation
12:30 p.m. Queen's Luncheon
1 :00 p.m. Track,
tennis, golf
2-- 4
p.m. Alumni Open
House, Compton
3:00 p.m. Baseball
p.m. WAB Tea

3:30-5:3- 0
9-- 12

p.m. Color Day Dance

Sunday
10:30 a.m. Westminster
Church

3:00 p.m. Band Concert,
Quad

In addition to sports events, the
Little Theatre production of
2-5 p.m. Reception,
Twelfth Night, the Alumni Open
Art Center
House and the WAB tea, tomorrow will feature the Color Day
Dance with Roger Lehman's band the performance of Robert Ward's
playing in the celebrated Sheaiing INight tantasy
and Norman
style.
Lloyd's "A Walt Whitman Over-tureThe latter composer is the
The Scot Symphonic Band will new Director of the Oberlin Conpresent its 15th annual outdoor servatory of Music. Among the
concert on Quinby Quadrangle on lighter music to be played are RoSunday at 3 p.m. Featured soloist bert Russell Bennett's arrangement
will be Kenneth Hook, who will of several Cole Porter
songs, Philip
play William Latham's "Suite for Lang s Fenod Fiece, and several
Trumpet and Chamber Band." Ann marches.
."

High Court Decision Blocks School Drive
by Joyce Riebe
By refusing to review a lower
court ruling, the Supreme Court
temporarily declined to outlaw de
tacto segregation in Northern
schools. This action, announced on
Tuesday, was a major setback to
civil rights forces seeking Consti- -

tutional backing for their drive
against neighborhood schools.
The case under consideration involved the Gary, Ind., school district. Negro plaintiffs claimed that
97 percent of the city's Negro public school pupils attended predominantly Negro schools.
The Court of Appeals of the
Seventh Circuit (Chicago) found
that the racial imbalance in the
schools did not result from any
Vial

.

deliberately discriminatory policy.
It ruled that although local school
boards may act to diminish racial
imbalance by redrawing school
zones or transporting pupils, the
Constitution does not require them
to do so.

.

ear'-

-

In front of the Chapel on the first Color Day in 1911, in a
cart is Queen Helen Harrington (1912). She is now Mrs.
Wilson Compton, wife of Dr. Compton, member of the College Board of Trustees. They now live on College Avenue in
Wooster. On the first Color Day a senior was to be elected,

but as the Juniors and Seniors caucused in the Chapel, the
Juniors found their candidate, Helen, was the most popular.
Since then the Color Day Queen has been a junior.

According to the NAACP petition to the Supreme Court, the
question at hand was "whether the
Constitution tolerates a school
board's acquiescence in the operation of a school system which is
segregated in fact, merely because it did not intentionally or

overtly create it.n
The Supreme Court's decision
not to review the case does not
necessarily mean that it is in
agreement with the lower courtV
decision, but it does mean that the
lower court's ruling can be used
as a precedent for other cases.

V
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Scot's Forum

Housing Dilemma
Some women will leave for summer vacation without
any idea where they will room next year. Others, who unfortunately drew high numbers, will be squeezed into triples
that formerly were doubles, doubles made from what were
singles, smokers, lounges, and even that substandard eyesore,
the Annex. As more women return and are accepted to Woos-te- r
each year, the situation becomes more and more frustrating. In light of the women's plight, what kind of dormitories
is the college building? Not women's but mens! While a brand
new men's complex will be started this summer, there are
no definite plans for any new housing for women students.
It is certainly unfortunate, in our opinion, that the college is rapidly building houses for men who have little desire
while the women, who have no choice,
to live
are forced into the existing substandard or restricted space.
We would urge those who spend so much time in thought
of ways to develop the physical assets of this campus to consider seriously the possibility of new housing for women.
on-camp-
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Crucial Meeting
At its final and perhaps one of its most important
meetings last Sunday the SGA legislature was unable to produce a quorum. In fact, of its 55 members, only 27 attended
this crucial meeting whose agenda included, among other
things, discussion of the vital new proposal for a budgeting
increase. Both SGA President Tim Tilton and Speaker of the
House B. J. North expressed intense disappointment at the
poor attendance.
We, too, register our disappointment in those 28 representatives who did not take time and the responsibility to
attend this meeting. In a sense every student on this campus
who has an interest in the specific proposal to be discussed
the $10,000 budgeting increase that could make such a
change here is at fault for not seeing that his representative
attended the meeting. But we believe that the primary fault
lies with the 28 representatives themselves.
We hope there will be a quorum at Sunday's special,
final meeting of the SGA legislature.

mhms

Praise mm gliam, Coach Limifiierf

To the Editor:
He has ideas. He also has a blazing drive, a refreshing sort of per-

sonality,

and

the

well-traine-

d

to make those

ideas
work. And you can bet he tries
hard to make them work. Up
against a personality conflict with
the department, however, it's a bit
hard, even for an average man.
Now wait, I take that back. He is
average that's why he is unique
among musicians.
know-ho-

w

He arrives for class in a big
hurry, practically bounding
through the door as if he can't
wait to show us some more wonders of music. For the next hour,
he literally bursts with childish
enthusiasm for music all kinds
of music, from Gregorian chants
to Ussachevskys Piece for tape
recorder, from Mozart to Purcell,
Bach to Mahler, Wagner to Bartok.
His love for music cannot be
shown at its best through his own
instrumental and vocal ability (his
students know it and he admits
it). Rather, his love for music
comes alive in his ability to teach.
He is a great' teacher a great
Every member of the stu
dent body who has had any con- in-spir-

er.

tact with him those under his sors here. Surely that is worth' tion of the factors
involved in this
music app. class, or those who something. We need that kind of decision.
have talked with him at the Shack spirit-buildein any department,
Out of many,
or at a concert will back me up in the music department!
P. David Kovac
r:

I

think.

Admiration and Respect
I sit in his music appreciation
class and watch students who
probably took the course to get

credits out of the way eagerly
focus their attention on his explanation of musical forms. I see them
painfully attempt to recognize
complicated changes of key, to
identify first themes, closing
themes, exposition and recapitulation. I see their frustration; he
expects too much they say. But
they learn and still they admire
and respect him. It is not idolization. It is exuberance, gratitude,
sheer exhileration, a genuine expression of appreciation for a
great teacher and the mediod and
content of his teaching.
.

A

Spirit-build- er

Oh Wooster U., you are losing
a faithful,

creative,
talented teacher and
manipulator of great music; a
man who has inspired more enthusiasm, interest, and pure joy
for his subject than most profes- well-traine-

open-minde-
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'Rcquicscat In Peace'
by Colin MacKinnon
It is fitting, I think, to administer the coup de grace to
Two Spades with an incoherent babble. I proceed.

Summer Jobs
Only a few short months ago the tax cut went into effect
and the economic predictions were generally favorable. Yet
this month many Wooster students are finding it difficult to
secure summer jobs. What has happened to the jobs that this
cut in withholding was supposed to produce?
One of the causes of this scarcity is President Johnson's
economy drive. Most executive departments of the
government are under orders to hold down their appropriation requests as much as possible. The result of this is a slowdown in the hiring of permanent employees, and a drastic
slowdown in the hiring of temporary employees. All of this
adds up to fewer jobs available, and a tougher time for students seeking government employment in the summer.
As far as the general economy is concerned, however,
the scarcity seems inconsistent. The tax cut had no immediate
large-scaleffect on the economy as many people expected
it to, and plans are being made for another tax cut. Business
prospects, however, are generally optimistic. We are in the
longest period of prosperity since the war, and there is no
slowdown in sight. Most of the indicators point to a continuing prosperity, although no indicator is infallible. In spite
of all this, there is still this feeling of a scarcity. The answer
can perhaps be found in the number of students looking for
summer jobs. Although job opportunities are generally on
the increase, students to fill these jobs have increased
even
more. There is also an increasing number of students going
on to graduate school who will be in the labor market each
summer instead of on a permanent basis.
It is also felt that finding a job will take but a little
more
searching on the part of most students caught in the squeeze.
This increasing number of students in the job market shows
that students do want to help themselves through school. This
should be an incentive for our legislators to come up with
much needed tax credits for college students. What
we earn
we should be allowed to keep. It is a little discouraging
to
scrounge around for a summer job only to have a large chunk
of our earnings go to Uncle Sam.
So the matter of a scarcity of summer jobs
comes down
to too many students looking for jobs and a job
market that
is not expanding fast enough.. There is help that could be
given to students, but it will be mostly a matter of putting
out that extra effort to land a summer job.
so-call- ed

e

First of all, I want to thank Mr. Menzel for giving me
the privilege of leaping and prancing in the limelight and I
praise the forebearance of Public
Relations and that great antheap of fied that merely the denunciations
power known collectively as "Gal-pin.- " of this column which flew like
There were no knocks on myriads of bad vegetables at the
the door at three a.m., I was not beginning of the year now have
hauled in for interrogation and ceased. Can it be that the young
crosses were not burned on my Billy Sundays and Aimee Semple
MacPhersons on this campus have
lawn. I am grateful.
Secondly, I would like to take learned to giggle? Maybe that's
this opportunity to suggest con- somethin i rt

trary to popular opinion that I do
not really hate Wooster. I submit
thaf if I did, I would have complied with Racky's fiat and got the
hell out. Wooster, for all its
Presbyterian quackery, remains for
me fundamentally enjoyable. Its
pleasures are many (though many
are frowned upon and must be
taken on the sly) and I do not denigrate them. I still hold, of course,
that Wooster is down with at least
a dozen diseases, all of them
chronic "and incurable. Wooster
College will remain the way it is
until the last trumpet, at which
time all underclassmen will be
hoisted into the firmament. Few
upperclassmen will become angels,
unfortunately, for they are old and
wizened and far gone in sin and
will make for the most part pleasant company for me in purgatory.
A Subtle Change
Thirdly, neither Mr. Fink nor I
undertook Two Spades with any illusions as to our changing things
here and we are not appalled at
the immense majesty of the status
quo. Indeed, I for one am grati- -

You had something great, Wooster, and you went and kicked him
in those familiar buck teeth. You
had a chance to come out of this
Baroque rut, but you let it die
a seed that you didn t water. Somebody else will bother though, and
someday they will have themselves
a mighty tree.
Sincerely,
a disgusted,
prospective transfer
open-minde- d

To the Editor:

Many of us are experiencing a
bewildered disappointment at the
announced plans of Dr. Stringham
to leave the College of Wooster.
We feel, in view of his impressive
contribution to music at the school,
that to describe his departure as a
loss would be only the most timid
kind of understatement. Those of
us who have sung under his direc
tion can witness to his sensitivity
and high standards of musical ex
cellence and to the kind of intense,
almost visceral satisfaction which
singing under him gives. He is
fully worthy of a position in our
fine music department. It is doubt-fu- l
in the extreme that we will find
a replacement who can contribute
half as much to the school s musical stature.
If his departure were merelv a
matter of his personal preference.
a desire for greener pastures, we
could do little except to shrug
our shoulders and begin to take
stock of what it is about our
school that caused his dissatisfac
tion. But it seems that he has been
told that his contract will not be
renewed after next year. Now far
be it from us to demand that the
faculty be accountable to the students for all its decisions. But a
number of us cannot helD being
puzzled and even angered at what
we consider an irreparable and
needless loss. We would leave aside
questions of personalities (which
cannot help but enter into this)
and ask respectfully but importunately that there be a reconsidera

Fourth, run, do not walk, to
your nearest Thistle salesman, and
pick up a copy. They're cheap this
year (50 cents) and
with
goodies. Everything poetry, fiction, articles is on a higher level
this issue than ever before.. Betsy
Hearne has done herself proud
with a wonderful sketch of Israel
and Dr. Harold B. Smith gave us
a thoughttul, enlightening account
of the problems and goals of Eastern studies for undergraduates.
Bob Braun and Bob Abel are represented by short stories and
poetry and I would contend that
Braun's "Up on the Roof" and
Abel's two poems are the best ever
to appear in Thistle. (I've read the
back issues and I know.) Mr. Ans- ley Coale, bon vivant and lecher,
tackled The New York Times in
our pages and came out ahead. It's
all good reading and may be purchased today and tomorrow barring an act of God from Colin
MacKinnon, Tom Hervey, or half
a dozen pulchritudinous, amiable
and literary young ladies.

ANNE GRIGSBY,
ALEXANDRA KEITH, Managing Editor

JUDY BLACK,
Co-Newsfeature

Editor
Editor

BONNIE CONRAD, News Editor
MAMIE BRYAN, First Page Editor
JIM McHENRY, Second Page Editor
MIKE STOTT, Sports Editor

ef

DOUG EDER, Business Manager
ELDEN MILNES, Ad Manager

ANNABRAMS,
Co-Circulat-

ion

ALICE BIEBEL,
Co-Circulati-

on

,

Editor
Editor

SUE VAIL,
Assistant First Page Editor
EMILY UMBARGER,
Assistant Second Page Editor
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coaches, films or freauent meet
ings. We'd even be willing to buy
half our equipment, go without
training meals, and provide our
own transportation. All of which
we've done before. We iust want a
coachi
Rill KWr
More Letters, page 4)
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Mortensen

"It

is never any good dwelling on goodbyes. It is not
the being together that it prolongs, it is the parting." And
so the days of wine and roses to borrow a phrase close

anotner cnapter.
The world has changed a eood
deal, even during the short life
of this column. It has certainly
changed since we timidly stood on
the edge of a quaking herd of
d
Freshmen, contemplating
in terror and awe the statement:
"Who knows, group, tonight you
might dance with your future
wife." If he had only known!
Wooster has changed remarkably in four years, from the time
when Freshmen women had to be
in at eight o'clock on week nights,
and when church attendance was
required, and when smoking in a
woman's dorm was sin. This generation, friends, has been in. old
and new Kauke, the old and new
Library, and the old and the
temporary Union. This is the last
of the passing generations to remember the fond, old days of B.C.
(before" cards, I.D., of course).
Ours too, remembers Run-Ouand
Crash-night
and Spring Fever Day.
There was a time when to walk
from the Quad to the Gym through
Kauke was a
feat, when the Student Government
office was
when Marco's was the place to go, and when
there were Serenade CONTESTS;
(Oh, fickle lads, ye know not what
ye miss!). And there was hell
week, to which the same applies,
if perhaps in reverse.
The More Daring
There was a time when sunbathing in Holden Court drew onlv
the more daring when there was
no New Wing. There were the days
of classes in Lower Babcock, Low
er Andrews, and Lower TUB and
the days when smoking in the
Union was sin ! There was "the day
they moved the Union". What
dink-toppe-

on-camp-
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By Dave
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Co-Newsfeat-

so-call-

a-cho- ck

Publwhed weekly by the students of The College of Wooster
during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and
features are those of the
students and should not be construed as representing administration
policy.
.Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press and the
"f1
k
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STEVE AVAKIAN,

other offer of coaching.) "Zilch"
was our student coach last year.
He is a great coach and a terrific
person and will be a credit to any
institution. Why can't it be Woos
ter !
A rule just passed in Collegiate
soccer limits the number of play
ers
substitutions) to 16. This
rules out the
"soccer
plant" and huge platoonine sys
tem, i.e. it gives Wooster a chance
to compete with any college in the
country. The soccer team has an
schedule next year we
have a homecoming game with the
University of Michigan here. The
future of soccer seems to be out
of everyone's jurisdiction because
of the changes in the athletic department. Why do neoDle in auth- ority refuse time and time again
to help or even risk an opinion
about soccer when it would do so
much good?
Certainly anyone who likes soc- cer will play without a coach
again. But we're tired of being
the underdogs of the conference.
We're tired of living from vear to
year and getting used to another
coacn each tall. Does a sport have
to make money to exist at Wooster? Soccer doesn't require expensive equipment,
a battery of

"Thistle" Epistle

three-dimension-

Editor-in-Chi-

To the Editor:
After a year of hedging and
excuses the athletic department has
made it known that there will be
no regular coach for the Wooster
soccer team next year. Because of
msuiiicient tunds, there is even
talk of no soccer team at all. Worst
of all, the faculty hiring commit
tee waited until May 1 to let John
Lammert know he was not wanted
as a soccer coach (he had mean
while turned down at least one

us,

al

more need be said. Oh yes, there
was the day when Brave New
World wasn't too daring to be
thrown at the innocents.
To those of us who patiently
scraped the mud from our shoes,
there was the
realization that "building was progress." And Wooster has progressed.
Th6 face of the place will- - never
be the same, as surely as the
annual erosion between Kenarden
and the Gym can never be replaced. But the creature comforts
have been well served. To those
of the College family and friends
who made that possible, we are
grateful.
Let Us Muse
Wooster has changed in other
ways, too, one example of which
is the entire new curriculum area
in Far Eastern studies. Gone is
the day when the Student Senate
sponsored a course in Chinese
Studies. A changing curriculum,
and teachers who continue to
make one want to applaud after
they lecture, and Dr. Lowry on
Shakespeare these play no small
part in making the whole thing an
adventure.
The student body is changing
still. But here, we stop, preoccupied with the realizations that
impending graduation brines. It
quickly suffices only to quit the
attempt to express oneself one way
or the other. Come, let Us muse
together
"A little fun, to match the sorrow
Of each day's growing and so,
ever-prese-

nt

...

good-morrow-

!

little trust that when we die
We reap our sowing! and so
A

good-by- !
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Twelfth Night Joins

by Barbara McCracken

by Barb Bate
Although tonight's performance
of Shakespeare's Twelfth Night
marks the first time that this particular play has been produced
for Color Day, Wooster has seen
several previous performances of
Shakespearean plays as part of the
Color Day festivities.
Among the first was a 1913 burlesque of Julius Caesar, filled with
popular tunes and broad slapstick.
In 1915, a touring company called
the Coburn Players staged an out
door version of A Midsummer
Night's Dream behind Hoover Cot
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FACE LIFTING

Last Saturday 10 students
helped with the face lifting
project at Galpin Park, a

scenic and picnic area just
north of Wayne Avenue and
west of the college tennis
courts.
The work was financed
through "The Arthur Com p ton
Memorial Funds" under the
direction of Mrs. Wilson
Compton.
Greet Players of England stopped
at Wooster during their final tour
of America. Their director, Sir
Phillip Ben Greet, had been
knighted by King George V and
was reputed to be "one of the
greatest actors on the stage." The
group performed two plays at the
City Opera House on Feb. 20:
Hamlet in the afternoon, and
Twelfth Night the same evening.

Page Three

r.lcCracken Praises Logan's Twelfth Niglrt

Color Day Custom

After a pause of over 40 years,
the Little Theatre presented Romeo
and Juliet for the 1957 Color Day.
The Voice reviewer noted that the
production showed "great color
and occasional gusto," but he felt
that the difficulties of Elizabethan
language proved too much for the
student group.
The May 1961 Color Day play,
The Merry Wives of Windsor,
fared much better in the eyes of
a. Daily Record critic. He praised
the entire cast and crew for re
maining true to the original comic
intention of the play, and noted
that the students kept Shakespeare's verse from sounding
'singsong .
Wooster has also witnessed two
previous productions of this year's
play, Twelfth Night, in 1908 and
again in 1931. Willard Literary
Society, a women s organization
devoted to the study and presentation of various literary works,
performed the play with an all
female cast in April of 1908.
Early in 1931 Wooster saw a
second production of Twelfth
Night, far different from its pre
decessor. Through the efforts of
the Wooster Lions Club, the Ben
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Happily, Wooster's Little Theatre knows that a birthday deserves
a birthday party, and Shakespeare
has been appropriately feted in
Twelfth Night, one of the most
delightful of his comedies.
The bevy of characters is im- ressive. "If music be the food of
ove"
which, thanks to Ruth
England, Pierre Lucero and Dr.
Gore, it is
Harvey Tilden as
Duke Orsino calls for "excess of
it," and droops as professionally
as a three-da- y
violet. Unfortunately, Wooster's Orsino apparently
finds the comic melancholy of a
young man "in love with love"
a little difficult to sustain. Occasionally he degenerates into pedantry hardly enlivened by his repetitive repertoire of gestures. His
elegance and gallantry are things
of beauty, however. When Harvey
Tilden . tosses a cape over his
shoulder, it is a cape, not an old
orange peel. Eileen Hassebrock, as
the Duke's first interest Olivia is
properly aloof, though sometimes
wooden.
Ann Taylor, as Viola:Caesario,
the
who would
win Orsino's heart, has the per
sonal appeal so necessary to that
not-so-dumb-blo-

plays, foot Festa (Bryan Dunlap) sings
to Shakespeare's words, Gore's music. Below, Sea Captain
(Stan Bosler) hears plea of shipwrecked Viola (Ann Taylor).
PIPER PIERRE LUCERO

nd

role. Admittedly, as the "boy"
Laesario she looks hardly old
enough for adult fare at the mov
ies, let alone some of the bawdy
lines Shakespeare has bandied
about, but she is a charming ingenue. The scene of her dubious
swordsmanship is played "to the

YD's Collect For Kennedy Library
The College of Wooster Young
Democratic Club at the request of
the Student Government Association is conducting a fund drive
for the John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Library.

have disagreed with Ken Corps and American Education.
nedy's policies but few people
The campus drive will begin to
have questioned the high ideals morrow with a booth at the Color
and sense of dedication he brought Day pageant and later the baseball
to the office of the Presidency.
game. It will continue throughout
The JFK Library will also next week with dorm representa
This project is part of a nation- be the location of an Archive tives contacting individuals. There
wide student sponsored drive to and an Institute. The purpose of will be a book for students to sign
give college students a part in the Institute is to enlist young whether or not they have contnbu
ted to the Library.
honoring our late President.
Americans

The Library to be constructed in
part of the 1955 plan of creating
libraries to house the papers of
each President and people connected with his term of office. Each
library is constructed by private
funds, then turned over to the
General Services Administration
(National Archives) to run as a
Federal project. Libraries for
Presidents Hoover, Roosevelt, Truman and Eisenhower have already
been opened across the country.
John Kennedy chose a site on the
Charles River near Boston before
his death. The
drive is coordinated with the national fund drive headed by Eucollege-universit-

dents

and young people
everywhere in the understanding
and practice of democratic political life and public service. The
student drive seeks to raise enough
money to give a special student
room at the Library. This room
would hold the signatures of those
interested in the ideals of the Library. It will also house material
.1
on programs sucn as the reace
1

w-- k

hilt," and she is beautifully baffled by Olivia's advances. Her look-alik- e
brother Sebastien, as inter
preted by Brian O'Riordan, pre
sents befuddlement as a fine art.
He is spontaneous, believable and
never overplayed.

course, and Walt Hopkins (Sir
Andrew Aguecheek), Chuck Gab
riel (Sir Tony Belch), and Bryan
Dunlap (Festa) provide a whole
bacchanal that leaves the watcher

Princeton . . . ). Although no one
expects a man as thoroughly in his
cups as Sir Toby to display the
most clear-cu- t
use of the Queen's
English, it is too bad that a role
e
of
years duration does
not always survive with a little
more clarity than sheer bluster
beyond row C.

Indian Sitarist Plays

lice in merriment, plays a perfect
Festa. A little bit of entrepreneur,

Shakespeare's birthday could
not co by without a toast, of

In Concert Series
The College of Wooster Concert
Series should be a new name to
people of the college community.
Organized within the last two
months, this organization intends
to bring professional musicians of
the highest caliber to the campus
each year.
Already next year's program has
been planned with two exciting
concerts. In early November, Ravi
Shankar, the great Indian sitarist,
will stop here as part of a
tour of the United States.
With him there will also be players of the tamboura and the tabla,
India s double drum.
In January 22 select string mem-ber- s
of the Cleveland Orchestra,
known as the Cleveland Chamber
Players, will perform here. Under
the direction of Michael Charry,
apprentice conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra, they will play from
all periods.
Although both concerts are of
the highest stature, they are available to the College for an exceptionally reasonable rate, according
to committee
members.
coast-to-coa-

st

a touch of Ariel, an equal balance
of philosopher and lunatic with a
dollop of Maurice Chevalier for
good measure, Bryan is in his element. Libby Roman, as Olivia's obstreperous maid with an eye for
a joke, has that rare gift that
can only be called "barmaid quality." She simply looks good around
a tankard. And what a wonderful
thing to have a mobile face!
The play shines in details. While
the acting of the bit-pasoldiers
proves that the Little Theatre is,
after all, only human, Festa's business with the pouring of the wine
and Malvolio's final halloo to the
"priest" from prison proves the
Little Theatre's humanness delightful and inventive. Sincere thanks
for the play and players that
"strive to please . . . every day."
rt

For the Finest in Dining on

Color Day and Mother's Day
or Anytime, Come to
Open 24 Hours
Every Day

115

S.

Walnut

SI.

The drive is being headed by
Chairman Joseph Berlant
Anyone interested in helping or
wishing to donate is urged to contact him. Signature sheets will also
be in Kauke 15 every morning for
those interested. It is the goal of
the committee at Wooster that
1,000 students will sign the book
and that $350 is raised.
Y, D.

WEIGEL'S BARBER SHOP
Thank you for your patronage. We wish

y

a most successful future for the seniors.

gene Black.

We hope to welcome the rest of you

The purpose in having a special
student drive is to offer students
a chance to show their appreciation
of the late President. Many stu- -

at

our shop next year.

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

Flowers

Weigel's Barber Shop

Order Mother's flowers now and be sure she receives the
favorite varieties she will cherish for the loving message
they bring.
We Send Mother's Day Flowers by Wire Anywhere

For the

VCe

ON THE SQUARE
263-288- 6

...

Is This You?

get into
the new vested suit
Sure it is

. . .

with "The Brashing
Touch." It involves a
collection of fabric innovations p r o duced
by a new looming
technique to give the
interesting illusion of
dimension. "And the
Vest gives it that
finishing touch. See
the new Spring Vested Suits today. From

TAYLORS

SHOES
presents

$59,95.

SHOP"

Gov e R Gift I
$8.95

The name, Keepsake. in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
registered.
beauty of detail Trade-mar- k
Thow
I

"FORECAST

ep & ake

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
a
and beauty of the center diamond
perfect gem of .flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.

.

"Thinking
Man"?

The Bright New Wooster Floral Store

Red, Nude, White or Black Patent

300-som-

Bryan Dunlap, as their accomp-

MOTHER'S DAY

Phone

wishing he had brought his hip
flask and could hurdle the pro
scenium to join the melee with a
song or two of his own (Incidentally, Festa, I heard a good one at

j

I

,

to"?um your "engagement and wedding!

Ptessraewf two new booklets; "How to Pfan Your Engage- ment and Wedding ond "Choosing Your Dkjmond Rings'
both for only 2$c. Also send special offer of beautiful 44
page Brtde'VBoak;

s

'

,

,

:

Horn

NICK AMSTER'S
Roland "Barney" Lehman

JMafu

t
'tcPrfAKC-DlAMON-

D

KINGS. SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

i
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Speaker Of SGA Legislature
Reassesses Year's Activities

two-thir-
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Bryan Jeffries' spring pinning provoked his Seventh Section brothers to give
dunking in Miller's Pond last Sunday afternoon.

OOP!
good-natur-

ed

5. The students have a direct
check on lazy executive officers (eg:
why were there no scheduled activities last Saturday evening who
is sleeping on the job, one legis-

Chairman Discusses

Brotherhood Means

vice-vers-

ts,

p

big-sho-

R-"-

V

!

'64-'6- 5

Next year's officers of the men's
sections, recently elected in section meetings, are as follows:
First Section: Bob Mathias,
president;
Tom Holdren, vice
president; Dick Allen, secretary;
John McNeese. treasurer: Bob Wil- son, sergeant-at-arm- s
; senior Jim
Lhristy, junior Tom Dyke, sophomore Carl Asp. class renresenta- tives to the executive board.
Second Section: Tom Woolley,
president;
Chuck Thayer, vice
president; Mike Stott, recording
secretary; Jim Young, corresponding secretary: Fred Roedeer. trea
surer; Andy Giffin, historian; Jim
Justin,
Third Section: Gary Reichard,
president; Dan Cryer, vice presi-denDick Elder, secretary; Jon
Stoops, treasurer.
Fourth Section: Tom Nichols,
president; John Karrer, vice president; Bob Henderson, recording
secretary; Dick Hunter, corresponding secretary; Tom Hawk,
treasurer: John Kirk,
:
Dave Mandt, chaplain.
Hfth bection: Dick Robertson,
president; Dick Briefs,
vice nresiKJKJ '
J
dent; Lee Corbett, secretary; Rich
Uiordas,
Dale
chaplain. Fifth Section has
not yet elected a treasurer.
Sixth Section:' Hugh Peters,
president; Chuck Dominick, vice
president; Mike Henry, secretary;
Bill Rome, treasurer : Jack Austin.
historian; Rick Curtis,
seventh section: Benny Hufford,
president; Dave Carpenter, vice
president; Dave Petersen, secretary; Steve Hills, alumni secretary; John McDougald, treasurer;
Brian Jeffries, social chairman;
Jim Alexander, athletic director:
Tim Tilton, chief justice.
Lighth Section: Paul Browne,
president; Mark Denbeaux, vice
president: Bill Fraunfelder. secre
tary ; Bill Johnson, alumni secre
tary; Larry stoll, treasurer; Jun
Sing Lee, historian; Bill Piper,
athletic director;
Don Brown,
manager; Joe Berlant, chief jus
sgt.-at-arm-

s.

t;

set.-at-ar-

ms

-

sgt.-at-arm-

An-tra-

s;

03

sgt.-at-arm- s.

tice.

Letter Continued
The Food Service staff has been
eager to assist and help the chairman in every way by incorporating Brotherhood into the registration procedure, putting it on the
IBM cards and sheets, and handling all the planning of the meals.
The staff of our College Food Service deserves praise, not censure.
There is much legitimate criticism of the present Brotherhood
Program. Up to now there have
been no formal proposals of
change presented to Food Service.
At the Brotherhood Meal Monday night a questionnaire will be
distributed in all dining halls to
aid in a complete evaluation of the
present program. Through this
evaluation hopefully "we can look
forward to less groaning and more
giving for a very worthy cause."
Signed,
Bob Boesch

Brotherhood Committee
Chairman

V.
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Pritchard Jewelers
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Diamond Merchants
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Let's say lor a minulc this is you.

US EXPLAIN

DIAMOND QUALITIES
AND HOW THEY

Once you wear the gold bars of a second
lieutenant in the United States Air Force,
what's in store for you?
Well, you may fly an aircraft entrusted with a
vital defense mission. Or you may lead a
research team tackling problems on the frontier of knowledge. You'll be helping to run an
organization that's essential to the safety of

years have been preparing you for. You've
got ability and a good education. Now's the
time to put them to work!
You'll have every opportunity to prove your
talents in the Air Force. By doing so, you can

put yourself and your country ahead.
If you're not already enrolled in ROTC,
you can earn your, commission at Air
the free world.
Force Officer Training School- -a three-mont- h
Sounds like you'll be called on to shoulder a
course that's open to both men
good deal of responsibility, doesn't it?
an,d women college graduates. To apply,
But when you come right down
you must be within 210 days
n n
to it, that's what your college U.O. IIS" ICAnnn
III Uu of graduation.

n

INFLUENCE VALUE
DUDES ARE ROUGH AND RUGGED

PANTS. FOR ON OR OFF THE CAMPUS.

WHITE, WHEAT

OR WHATEVER COLOR. WITH OR WITHOUT STRETCH.
DENIMS TOO. BETTER ASK AT BETTER STORES
FOR DUDES, FROM
S3.98. OSHKOSH SPORTSWEAR GUARANTEES 'EM
TO FIT AND PLEASE.
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Good Merchandise
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lature meetings. You are allowed
only four cuts a year from each
this is stiff and requires careful
budgeting of time.
3. Be prepared for fun. Two
a
lators asks) and
(why legislators had fun this year lunch- don't some of you legislators get
To the Editor:
fired up about our new program,
The Student Christian Associaone officers asks.)
WOMEN'S PRIMARY
tion began the Brotherhood Meal
Suggestions for Newcomers
COURT ACTION
Program to aid the cause of world
Thus it has been a good year.
WPC met Tuesday, May 4, education. 'Through the World
Each question asked at the beUniversity Service, cafeterias,
ginning of this letter I answer to act upon a case of theft in health clinics, dormitories, scholHolden Hall. The girl involved
with an unqualified no! This is a
arships and textbook services have
reported
herself and appropnew organization ; it replaces a
been and continue to be established
Student Senate with a history of riate action was taken by the in universities in critical
parts of
more than 50 years. It is in a court. Future cases involving
the world where the problems are
theft will be heard by the
sense an important period for stupoverty, disease and despair. At
dent government. The following court and decisions rendered.
present Wooster contributes to
suggestions I would pass on to next
WUS through the Brotherhood
year's legislators:
with the President and trying Meal Program. Last year $1,257.90
1. Be sincere in running for the ing
was donated. This year's first semlegislature. It should be because to decide an appropriate book to ester total
was $795.90.
the Andrews Library as
you want to get knee-deein work. present to
a memorial from the students to
The Brotherhood Meals, as orDo not run to be a campus
t,
Mrs. Andrews.
iginally conceived, serve two purthat's kid stuff.
they allow each student to
poses:
2. Be loyal in your attendance to
4. Be prepared for some parliadonate
approximately $2.40 each
your board meetings and to legis- - mentary struggles. They are exin
a unique way, and they
year
asperating but fun (every legislaprovide
him
with a chance to share
IT
ture will, have a Jim Bode or a
ft'
John Oberholtzer, bless their by sacrifice the kind of meal that
he is helping other students to rehearts.)
ceive by his gift. Because some
5. Be prepared to give the execustudents hold misconceptions about
tive officers a little trouble. Make the meals, they have
been widely
them fight for their programs, do
criticized. In this regard be it
not swallow their plans
known that:
Who says we want a
Food Service does not make a
$10 activity fee increase? Is it
profit
on Brotherhood nights. The
just Til ton's group, or are the stu.'..-.rdents really behind him? The breakdown on cost goes approxisecret of successful government is mately like this: The average stuan informed (not just an opinion- dent will probably eat a bowl and
a half of soup. This amounts td
ated) legislature.
18 ounces. The wholesale price of
Respectfully submitted,
the soup is about 70 cents for a
B. J. North
46 ounce can. By the time extra
meat is added this is at least 30
For the Finest in Dining on
cents per student. Add 3 cents for
Color Day and Mother's Day crackers and 5 cents for milk. This
amounts to nearly 40 cents in food
or Anytime, Come to
cost alone. Add to this the usual
overhead costs of table service,
Open 24 Hours
salaries, fringe benefits, equipment
Every Day
and dining hall rental and maintenance. The 30 cents allowed per
115 S. Walnut St.
student is abundantly generous.
Continued in column 6)
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Men's Sections Pick

An open letter to all SGA Legislators:
Is the new student government system at Wooster a
failure? Is it dead in its first year? Is the 55 member legis
lature being pushed around by a few executive demagogues?
These are questions that I,
concerned people on campus who
as Speaker of the SGA Legisquorum every
lature, and other concerned legis- muster a
weeks?
Of
two
all
the
clubs with
lators are asking. Last Sunday
which I have been associated none
the Legislature could not even mus.
can match this. Of course by virter a quorum. This was embaras-sing- ,
especially when it was to be tue of its membership the legislashould be the most dynamio
the last meeting of the year. The ture
on
The Legislature has
campus.
agenda was overfilled with very
been a success I think, and its sucimportant business including:
cess has been the key to the suc1. action on a proposed $10.00
cess of Student Government over
increase in student activity fee to the past year. In this
report I
boost the SGA budget to $23,900 would like
to list some of the suc(including income other than ac- cesses of the student Legislature
tivity fees) which is certainly big and then some suggestions:
business!
SGA Successes
2. a report on the success of the
1. Over 50 students (not includnew class attendance policy;
offic3. a report from John Lathrop ing the six elected executive
48
the
members
Standing
of
ers,
on the International Students Comand the numerous
mittee's activities and prospects for Committees
dance
and
weekend chairmen), asnext year's program;
4. a motion to amend the method semble every two weeks to discuss
of appointing SGA Standing Com- important campus issues (everymittees as established in the by- thing from buying Mose Hole a
Pendleton Shirt to passing a
laws.
$24,000 budget.) This is much
A Second Look
greater participation than in the
All of this important business old Student Senate of which I was
died because student legislators
and the student
were unconcerned. Consequently a governments on other campuses.
special meeting has been called for
2. SGA Services (eg: vacation
Sunday evening, May 10, at 6:30 travel) have reached an all time
in Severance Chemistry building. high in quantity and quality.
Last week's agenda will be re3. Government representatives
considered.
are closer than ever to their
I would like to take a second
bringing the business of
look at last Sunday's fiasco by the Legislature into the business
way of a year-enreport. I am im- meetings of sections, dorms and
pressed that it was the first time corridors. In a sense everyone is
a meeting died for lack of a brought into the act.
quorum. Frankly, I think this is
4. For the first time almost all
remarkable. What other campus of the important campus organiorganization can brag of a mem- zations are represented in one
bership of 55 of the most active body.
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Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879

145 E. Liberty St., Wooster

Wooster's Diamond Merchants
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While the advent of spring heralds the call of the wild and tempts
even the most celibate souls into the hinterlands of Miller's Pond,
this first season of the year levies an annual challenge at millions of
Caucausians. The
phrase "Gotta get some rays," or
time lor a burn down echoes from California to Maine each and
every year. In this respect the College of Wooster students can proudly
announce that they are in the vogue, in this respect anyway.
While one may assume that the Egyptian sun god, Ra, was the
father of this ancient sport one cannot help but wonder what historians actually mean when they refer to the Bronze Age. Was this
period in history named after the discovery of the alloy or was it
because sunbathing hit an unparalleled peak along the rippling waters of the Nile? Legend has it that Cleopatra would ascend the
pyramid of Cheops daily for the sole purpose of being closer to Old
Sol.
The physiological make-uof some individuals prevent them
from getting as good a brown as they would like. But actually, is it
any big thing if the girl next door has a better tan than yours?
You bet it is. Or what about the squeal "Oh my God I'm peeling again." It's just one of those things. The processes of nature
have gone awry for either the baby oil failed, you didn't apply
the lotion at the precise moment or perhaps you fell asleep in the
sun.
Now I'm no scientist and I'll be hanged if I can differentiate between the ultra-viole- t
rays and the tanning rays, much less the burning rays. Each person must go about the ritual in an individual manner. There is no set formula. Some do better with the farmer's tan
that which is obtained playing golf or tennis, as evidenced by the
distinctive tan line located about sleeve length. Others are better off
with the whole-hovariety. This means strip for action. I'm not
proud, and when it comes down to the bare facts I'd just as soon,
to borrow a phrase from the music majors, be natural.
My heart bleeds for those who have lab five days a week. This
kind of cramps the sunbathing style. But such is life. You better
spend some long weekend hours in the sun if being Miss Golden
Girl means that much to you. The lucky set who have no Tuesday or
Thursday or afternoon classes have it made for the most part, but I
admire the courage of one coed who made the remark to her roommate: "I'll see you out on the sundeck in 10 minutes," though she
was slated to take an American Lit exam the next hour. Now that is
devotion.
For you palefaces who think the ordeal is relatively simple, be
not deceived. Any worshipper will tell you that the hours spent facing the wrath of the sun are only half the battle. The fight to the
finish is usually continued in the dorm. The question "To peel or not
to peel" is a frightening one indeed. Coat upon coat of oil, lotion
and all kinds of gooky what-no- t
cover the body before the public
is ready to view the burnt offering. In many cases the sacrificial lamb
is a Crispy Critter, fried, cooked and parboiled.
So when you are on your sunning expeditions this summer,
whether located in your backyard or on the beach, remember to get
sun, sun, sun, before your daddy takes the Coppertone away. Recall
when applying your greasy creams and cover-up- s
that it may be a
the
but
all
kids
love
bother at the time,
it they must, or it wouldn't
be such a popular sport.
oft-repeat-
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FIRST SACKER Tim Jordan uses every available inch to
nip a Wittenberg batter during last Saturday's game. The
diamond nine faces Akron University here tomorrow at 3.

6-- 4

Victory;
Kenyon, Bengals Trip Scots
6-- 5

by Dennis Goettel

Last Friday the Wooster Scot baseball squad journeyed
to; Gambier to face Kenyon and returned home on the short
erid of a
score. The Scots managed only four singles off
the Lords' pitching and could not reward the exceptional
3-- 1

hurler, Lonnie King. King allowed
singleton runs in the first, fifth and
eighth frames but the Scot batters
layoff could not
after a
find the range.
Kenyon scored in the first inning on the first of three Bill Diehl
singles, a stolen base and a single
by Huby Hicks. Their second run
scored on a pair of singles by the
same pair with a fielder's choice
six-da- y

in between.
The Scots then threatened in the
seventh when Dave Lazor led off
the inning with a walk from Kenyon righthander Hank Pool. Ben
Lee then hit a long fly to center
for the first out. Roger Griffis
smacked a sharp single to left after
Lazor had stolen second and the
Scots had runners on first and
third with one out. At that point
the Lords brought in one of the
conference's leading pitchers, Doug
Morse a southpaw. Terry Heaphy
hit 5 sacrifice fly to left to score
the only Scot run before Griffis
was thrown out stealing.
Morse went on to retire the last
six Scot hitters in succession. The

Lord's added an insurance run in
e
the eighth after a walk and a
double-plathrowing error on a
ground ball hit to Gary Bishop. Craig Smith had two of the
four Wooster safeties.
Wooster
000 000 100 1 4 3
Kenyon
100 010 Olx 3 8 0
King and Lee; Pool, Morse (7),
and Kaplan. W: Pool; L: King
two-bas-

y

,

(1-3- ).

Tigers Growl
The following afternoon the
Scot nine was shut out for the first
time this year. They collected only
three hits in a
loss to the
9-- 0

TERJESEN

PACES LINKSTERS

Star Wooster golfer Barry
Terjesen, a senior from Akron, finished third individually
in the Ohio
Golf Tourney conducted Monday on Ohio State's home
course. Barry shot a 112 for
27 holes, just two off the winning score of 1 10 recorded by
Jim Lipitska of Dayton. Coach
Phil Shipe's linksters finished
15th overall in the meet.
Last Saturday Terjesen tied
the Wooster course record
with a blistering
66 in a meet against Wittenberg. The Scots went on to
triumph over
score a 15-1- 1
the Tigers. Tomorrow afternoon at 1, golf fans will have
Inter-Collegi-

ate

6-unde- r-par

an opportunity, weather permitting, to see Terjesen and
h i s teammates in action
against a tough Akron U
squad.

Woostefi'
Phone

263-407-

powerful Wittenberg Tigers. Vic
Pfizenmoyer and Jim Osborne,
both southpaws, combined to in
flict the whitewash. The Tigers
scored in each of the first five inn
ings and picked up another in the
eighth to be in complete control of
the game from the start.
112 220 010 9 9
Wit'b'g
Wooster 000 000 000 0 3
Wooster's string of scoreless inn
ings was extended to 14 before a
single by Roger Griffis allowed
Dave Lazor to cross the elusive
Scot victory
home plate in a
over Denison Tuesday. It appeared
that Wooster was headed for its
fourth straight defeat until the Scot
d
warclubs finally made some
the
bottom of the
noise in
seventh inning.
Heaphy Drills Double
At that point freshman Terry
Heaphy led off with his first hit
of the jtear, a hard double down
the left field line. This prompted
the Scots to produce their biggest
inning of the year as they scored
Denifive runs to overcome a
son margin.
After Heaphy's double, Ben Lee
singled to put Scot runners at first
and third with no one out. Lonnie
King, who pitched his fourth
straight complete game for the
home forces and picked up his second victory in the process, then
flied out. Gary Bishop hit a slow
roller down the third base line
to score Heaphy and get an infield
hit. This plus an errant throw to
first by Denison's third sacker on
the play put runners at second and
third with one out and Denison
leading
Craig Smith slammed
a single to left to score the two
runs and put Wooster within a
run of the Big Red.
Wild Relay Play
Tim Jordan then hit a sure
double play ball to the shortstop,
who tossed to second for the force;
but a wild relay to first allowed
Jordan to advance 90 feet. Dave
Lazor connected for his third
double of the year to tie the score.
Senior Bruce Fielitz followed with
a solid single to left to put the
Scots ahead to stay.
surrenKing, who is now
dered four extra base hits early
in the contest but then retired
eight of the last nine Denison hitters to preserve the Scot victory.
The first run for the visitors
came on a solo home run on to
the right field bank by Don Kipp.
Bruce Fielitz and Ben Lee each
had two hits to lead the Scot at- 6--

5
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Denison

000 120 200

5

7

2

Wooster 000 100 50x 6 9 3
Nichelsberg and Kondracki ;
King and Lee. W: King ) ; L:
Nichelsberg.
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JIM LONG demonstrates the form that is making him one of
the top hurdlers in Ohio Conf. track competition this spring.

Records Fall As Thinclads
Trounce Kenyon Lords
A scorching, sunny afternoon on of three "photo finishes" during
Kenyon's
track pro- the afternoon. Senior Gil Siepert
vided the setting for the College was just nudged out in the 440 and
of Wooster's 95i2 to 39y2 victory the judges had to call the 880
over the Lords Tuesday.
relay a dead heat.
The Scots were paced by sophoThe Scots go against
first
who
took
Long,
mores Jim
Akron on Color Day at the
in three events, and double win- College tomorrow. The Zips rener Dale Hamalainen. Also fresh- cently scored impressive victories
man Tim Weckesser of Doylestown over both Baldwin-Wallac- e
and
was a double winner. Four Kenyon Ohio Wesleyan.
track records and two Wooster
school records fell before the Scot
three-cornere- d

ever-powerf-

charge.
Long set a new Scot standard as
well as a track record by winning
the 330 intermediate hurdles in a
39.3 timing. The fleet sophomore
from Missouri also took the 120
yard highs and the hop, step, and
jump.
Senior pole vaulter George Davis bested his own record for the
third time this season in clearing
13 ft., 4 in. Tuesday. This is
also a record for the Kenyon
track.
Weckesser won the broad jump
and the discus, an event in which
the Scots swept all three places.
Hamalainen led two Wooster teammates to a sweep of the mile run
and set a track record of 1:57.2
in the half mile.
The Scots' other
Leading the Kenarden softball
league with a perfect record of effort came in the mile relay
six wins and no losses are the which they won in a 3:25 timing,
s
of Seventh. Behind the
pitching of Dave Chittick and a
NEW BRASS
powerful hitting attack led by
The "Voice" takes great
player-coac- h
Dick Wynn, the
pleasure in announcing the
have defeated every other
of two new ediappointment
team in the league. Their closest
tors. Steve Avakian will sucgame has been a
ceed Mike Stott as sports edivictory over First.
tor next fall. Mike leaves to
First has a strong and
assume a position as editor of
team, led both at the the "Index". Ron Wirick, a
plate and in the field by Jim freshman from Newark, Del.,
Christy and the Schaeffer twins. will take over the news feaTheir record shows only the ture editorship, joining Judy
loss to Seventh, and a
squeaker Black.
The Sports Staff wishes to
over Sixth. Tuesday night they
Ron Neill and Alex
thank
played a tight game with Third
Rachifa for their fine photowhich was finally called because
graphic
work during the curof darkness with the score at
rent newspaper year, which
The standings in the Kenarden
ends with this issue.
League as of May 5:

yips

ul

s

7th Tops League

record-breakin-
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come-from-behin-

d

9-- 6

well-balance-

d

Money, money, money!
There's never enough, is
there? But clever collegians now cope with the
High Cost of Living in a

very pleasant way.
They're becoming

(or

2-- 1

Tad Trantum serves as first
singles man Jim Poff looks on.

0--

Tennis Hosts Zips

Wooster's tennis team faced Kenarden
a rough and rocky road this Seventh
week as it traveled to Ohio Second
Wesleyan yesterday and en- Sixth
Akron on Color Day.
Wesleyan recently had defeated
Wittenberg 6-- and crushed Ohio
State
After the apathetic showing
against Denison last Saturday,
some new faces might be seen in
the Scot lineup. The Big Red
handled the Scots with amazing
romp.
ease in the
tertains

3

7--

2.

9-- 0

First
Fifth
Third
Eighth

W

6
2
2
1
1

0
0

0.

L

their best effort of the season. Sen0 ior Don Baker led the Scots off
2 with a fine 50.8 quarter and Ham2 alainen contributed a 51.7 second
leg.
Baker, who ran stronger yester1
day than he has all season, also
3 won the 100 in 10.5 and was sec3 ond in the 220 by inches in one
1

summer-time-

e

part-tim-

)

Tupperware dealers.
Which means, they dem-

onstrate these famous
plastic food containers at
home parties -- and earn

up to $50 a week, or
more. Sounds like fun?
It is. Ask your Financial
Aid Director about it and
call your local Tupperware distributor, listed in
the Yellow Pages under
Plastics or Housewares.
Or send in this coupon ...

KEEPSAKE REGISTERED
Good HouiekMpIng

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
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For the Finest in Dining on

Color Day and Mother's Day
or Anytime, Come to

uPPlRWARi Department C-Orlando, Florida
I would like to talk to someono
e
about becoming a
Tup4,

FOR SALE

part-tim-

perware dealer.

at

Name.

Open 24 Hours

115

S.

Walnut

St.

215 East Liberty St.

Phone

262-796-

Ctob World Wide Travel Agency
Authorized College Travel Agency

J'.diwr..

MM.

MV

Address-Cit- y

White's Jewelry Store

Every Day

6

State.

EXCITING PLANS FOR THE SUMMER?
EUROPE?

SOUTH SEAS?

or the best place of all

SEASHORE?

HOME?

We Hope to See You Again Next Year'

WOOSTER VOICE
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Seniors S m$M To Grad School,
Farland has received an

seniors have sub-- 1
raitted their plans for next year to
the Voice survey.
Fifty-fiv- e
plan to attend graduate
will join the Peace
six
school;
Corps; and 24 have found or are
seeking work.
Twenty of the 85 have made
plans for marriage.
Six students will do graduate
work at the University of Michigan: Art Acton, James Becvar,
Steve Dawson, Bob Johnson, John
Plummer, and David Rees.
Three will attend the University of Chicago: Corinne Allen
(fellowship), John Boatright and
Ann Francis.
Eighty-fiv-

e

.'?,ss

r""-'- .

assistant-shi-

p

from California Institute of
Technology.
Joyce Reihe, Claudia Robinson
and Karen Schell have received
fellowships. Joyce will attend the
Wharton Graduate Division of the
University of Pennsylvania; Claudia will go west to Claremont
Graduate School in California;
Karen will attend the University
of Missouri.
Richard Snyder will do graduate work with an assistantship
from the University of Arizona.
Art Toensmeier will go to Dickinson Law and Bob Walcott will go
to the Church Divinity School of
the Pacific at Berkeley, Calif. Vicki
Waters also plans to go to graduate school. Rob Weaver has a fellowship with which he will continue his studies at Duke University. Dale Whittington has received
an assistantship from Indiana

.XT'

I

eker- -

Three will go to Yale Divinity
School: Paul Menzel, William
Mielke and Deke Spierling. Menzel
has received fellowships from Dan- forth Foundation and Rockefeller
Brothers.
Sue Albrecht will attend John
Hopkins University on a fellowship; Peggy Amos, Colgate Rochester Divinity School, on a scholarship; Edith Anderson, Goucher

Dave Pancoast, Duke Law School;
William Quick, Downstate Medical
School (N.Y.C.) ; and Ron Ran-dieFlorida State University. Pan-coahas a fellowship and Randies has an assistantship.
Rosalind D. lunehart accepted
an $1,800 fellowship at the University bf Rochester.
Ten students plan to teach next
year: Anne Barr (Dayton, Ohio),
Becky Beard (English), Carol Demi, Kathy Kennedy (history),
Mary Martin (chemistry), Marll
McDonald (mathematics), Judy
Nowlin (junior high English), F.
Leslie Speir, Mary Ann Stewart
(English at Orrville), and Ann
Taylor (art).
The following students will
serve in the Peace Corps: LaVerle
Berry, Ethiopia; Mady Boland,
Turkey; Ellen Corley, Turkey;
Peter Gore, Ecuador; Marcia Mil.
ler and Paul McClanahan, Middle
Last.
Sandy Bogunia, Linda Crane.
Carol Hinman and Geraldine Rah- rer are searching for work. Peeev
Jacobi hopes to work at the FM
station development in Appleton,
s,

st

dip9tfm&' work

itJ j

Peggy Strong with a fellowship;
Nancy Braund, Georgetown University (D.C.), with $2800 in assistantship and scholarship money;
Margaret Chambers,
Southern
Connecticut University.
Bill Dwyer will go to Kent University; Jim Hartley, Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary; John Holt,
University of Vermont; Dave Jamison, Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy. Paul Kendall and B.
J. North will attend Union Theological Seminary.
Joan Kleiber has a scholarship
to Ohio University. Robert Leigh,
Dave Mayne and Sally McConnell
hope to go to graduate school;
Sally is interested in Washington
University in St. Louis. Jim Me

Shirley Wright and Jim Pope
will attend Northwestern Univer
sity; Doug Witters, the School of
Law at Vanderbilt University. Dick
Wynn and Russell Yamazaki will
go to Michigan btate University.
Wynn will study at the School of
Business with the aid of a $3600
fellowship. Yamazaki also has a
fellowship. " .
Peggy Merritt and Linda White
will attend Cornell University.
Peggy has an assistantship. Linda
has fellowships from Cornell and
the Woodrow Wilson Foundation.
She will study Russian history.
Patricia Morley will join Edith
Anderson at Goucher College in
Baltimore, Md. Dave Mortenson
will attend Harvard Law School;
For the Finest in Dining on

Color Day and Mother's Day
or Anytime, Come to
Open 24 Hours
Every Day

115

TIME?

Autograph Party
June 6, 1964
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

WHERE?

College Book Store

WHOSE?

(you guessed it)

WHEN?

Corps, Jobs

Wisconsin.

College.
Gene Arthur will go to medical
school at Ohio State; David Baird
will depart for California' to at
tend Hastings College of Law.
Three women will do graduate
work at Columbia University: Susan Biebel, Library School; Ann
Retzlaff, School of International
Affairs; and Gail Tozier, School
of Nursing.
Mary Blum will attend the University of Washington as will

WHAT?

tee

S.

Walnut

SI.

s

Friday, May 8,

w

Mass. Judy Stivers will serve the
Advertising Department of Chris
tian Science Publishing Society in
Boston. David Vermeulen will
undergo training at the Phoenix of
London. And Earl Walker will go
into management at the Pacific
Telephone Company in San Fran- Cisco, (Jahf.

xWf

xv;t

y

-
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students have indicated
plans for marriage: Art Acton and
Mary Ann Eberhart (Aug. 1964) ;
Becky Baird and Jim Lucas (June,
1965) ; Jim McFarland and Judy
Cornell; William Mielke and Margaret Chambers (June 10, 1964) ;
Barb Frajole and G. William Atkinson (June 20, 1964) ; Joan
Kleiber and Jim Robertson (Aug.,
1965) ; Tom Dahms and Merry
Lomas (June 8, 1964) ; Paul Mc
Clanahan and Marcia Miller; Pat
Morley and James Griffes (June,
1965) ; Dave Mortenson and Jean
Bowman (Aug. 29, 1964); Judy
These

:

Virginia Curtis has landed a job
as Benefit Examiner for Social Se
curity in Chicago. Research work
will occupy the time of Barb fra
jole and Barbara Watts at Phila
delphia and Pittsburgh, respectively. Judy Kerr will work in
Personnel Research for DuPont at
Wilmington, Delaware.
Merry Lomas will be employed
as a Case Aide in Springfield,

Nowlin and Chuck Furman (June,
1965) ; B. J. North and Mary
Dalrymple (June, 1965) ; David

states to change their vote to
Scranton, and the final tally, at
4:30 a.m was Scranton, 1,038,
Nixon, 141, Lodge, 88 , and Gold-wate- r,
41. At this point the nomination of Morton for
was little more than a formality.
Exhausted students adjourned the
convention at 5:30 a.m.

(Continued from Page 1)
night and continued until 1:30
a.m. Arizona began by nominating
Coldwater and demonstrating for
15 minutes. The Nixon and Lodge
demonstrations were also very
large. Scranton's demonstration
was smaller, for by that time so
many had been nominated that the
novelty had worn off. Many favorite sons were nominated, including
Gov. Rhodes of Ohio, Gordon Al-lo- tt
of Colorado, Hiram Fong of
Hawaii, Margaret Chase Smith of
Maine and Walter Judd of Minnesota.
The early balloting heavily favored Goldwater, but he was finally defeated on the second ballot
by the action of a very active
coalition.
At the end of the second ballot
the New York delegation tried to
start a bandwagon by switching
their support from Rockefeller to
Scranton. Scranton led in the third
ballot, but he was almost matched
by Nixon. The expected landslide
for Scranton on the fourth ballot,
however, failed to materialize immediately. Scranton kept his lead,
but Nixon continued to claim a
large number of votes. Lodge received many votes from states
which refused to commit themselves on the first count.
anti-Goldwat-

vice-preside-

Gay

-

Cool

-

nt

WHAT'S

NEW
IN THE MAY

ATLANTIC?
"Th Squeeze on the Liberal University" by J. Douglas Brown: Can
the liberal university survive In
climate of bigness, diversity, and
specialization?
And what values
would be lost If we succumbed to the
concepts of the multiversities?
"Llebling. Libel, and the Press"!

er

discusses the respon-

Louis M. Lyons

sibility of the press, the threat to the
freedom of the press from libel suits,
and inadequate training of reporters.
"The Computers of Tomorrow"!
Martin Greenberger analyzes the extent to which computers will reach
Into our daily lives.
Tha Mail Strnat
PLUS
of
Boston" by Erie Stanley Gardner.
"Tokyo end the Olympics
."People
on Fire: The Congo" and
"A Rough Map of Greece".
What happens when
an outstanding staff
of editors sets out
to produce a magazine of the highest
academic and cultural interest? You'll
know when you read
The Atlantic. In
each Issue you'll

The deciding force was ' the
South, which agreed to go for
Scranton in order to gain support
for Thruston Morton for vice president. By the end of the roll call
Scranton had received 645 votes.
The Ohio delegation assured his
victory by changing their vote
from Nixon to Scranton. There
was an immediate rush of other

find fresh

new

ideas, exciting literary techniques,
keen analyses of
current affairs and
a high order of criticism. Get your copy
today.
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Washable Cottons

SPORTS...
DANCING

or

DESK

DATE

Come See Our Pretty Selection

BeulaU Beclttel SltOfx
Fashions of Distinction

.

CONGRATULATIONS, STUDENTS
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7777777
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C .0 AT.MA N SH I P

for

DR. V. FERM'S
FOR

INSIDE IVY WALLS

THE MAN
WHO ALWAYJ

to Share
in This Farewell Party

All Are Cordially Invited

DRESSES
RIGHT I

Congratulations to the CI ass of '64
We wish you the best of luck in your chosen career.
TO THE CLASSES OF

Plymouth shapes
fashion-perfe- ct
protection

'65, '66, '67,

ENJOY YOUR VACATION!

On your return in the fall,

we hope to serve you again

Quantone

Sli

O OLIVE
O BLACK
CORDO

in your future college years.

$14.99

Amster Shoes
"It Pays

To Buy

Quality"

. .

.

featuring all your campus footwear needs

ON
SALE
NOW

Cottons Are Right for Every Hour of the Day

and

and TEACHERS of "WOO"!
The former for putting forth
to the best of their ability,
the latter for their unending
patience.

1

Oberlin's Convention Chooses Scranton

Carol Stromberg
(Aug. 29, 1964); Mary Ann Stewart and David Clymer (Aug.,
1964) ; F. Leslie Speir and Susan
Stines (Aug., 1964) ; Andy Andrews and Karen Schell (June 20,
1964) ; and David Vermeulen and
Barb Wilson (June 13, 1964).

Pancoast

196--

Plymouth coatmanshlp raises the raincoat's social
status with SENTINEL . . . tailored in a lustrous, y
"Dacron" polyester,
blend of wash and wear 65
long-stapl- e
Pima cotton. Protective Durepel
35
water repellency lasts for the life of
2-pI-

the coat. Dashing

split-shoulde-

model in natural, black,

r
,

$3250

BRENNER
BROS.
Lower the Cod of Drtuing Well

